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Letter from The President
I am pleased to provide the first sustainability report for HA International (HAI).
As an organization, we are committed to all aspects of sustainability applicable
to our business not just as socially appropriate activities but as sound long term
business practices. This report should serve to highlight and share our
commitment to sustainability with our associates, our customers, our suppliers
and our owners.
The approach that HAI has chosen is multifaceted and
encompasses our internal practices and policies as well as
our external contacts with customers and suppliers alike.
In new product development we seek performance that
provides sustainable advantages while formulating and
producing with alternatives that reduce ecological impacts
and improve worker health and safety both in our facilities
and our customers as well.
Our operations are challenged with reviewing opportunities
to utilize recycled materials that meet our specifications to
eliminate waste where possible and to recycle where not
feasible. Energy reduction is another companion initiative in
all our facilities. Management of risk in our own organization
is a key focus for HAI. It doesn’t end, however, with our
company and outreach programs that support customers
use of our products, a key element of our strategy.

The final dimension of
our strategy is in the
realm of professional
outreach. HAI actively
participates in a variety
of professional
societies through North
America and via affiliates throughout the world. We are
active supporters of those organizations and frequently
provide speakers and trainers for their programs.
HAI is committed to our success as a vibrant growing
organization that recognizes how vital a commitment to
sustainability is and the actions required for that outcome.
We remain focused on products, processes and programs
that challenge us to be responsible for our actions and for
improving and reducing our ecological footprint.

HAI recognizes our responsibility to provide safe workplaces
to all our associates but also to provide stable, rewarding
employment. HAI shares best HR practices globally with
both our parent companies to ensure we meet this
requirement.
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who we are

Louisville, KY

Oregon, IL
Toledo, OH

Mission Statement
HA International will develop, produce and market high quality
and technically superior consumable products and service for
the North America Metal Casting Industry, while operating in an
environmentally responsible manner, providing a safe and
rewarding workplace for our employees and profitable growth for
our shareholders.
HAI manages the environmental, safety and health risks associated with our products,
services and operations in a comprehensive manner to ensure continual improvement toward
our goals of zero injuries and no environmental incidents.
Where appropriate, we leverage our technical knowledge to other organizations to help relay
the latest standards for safety and environmental performance. Together our activities help to
sustain domestic employment and production in strategically important industries including
automotive, mining, agriculture, alternative and conventional energy, transportation, and
utilities, and helps to ensure the sustainability of our affiliate companies around the globe.
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Overview
HAI is committed to continually improving its overall sustainability through a
multifaceted approach:
New Products that provide sustainable advantage to customers while offering them product alternatives to reduce
ecological impacts and improve worker safety and health.
Recycling, Energy Conservation, and Waste Reduction through initiatives in operations and through affiliates.
Management of Risk in our own organization, and through outreach to companies using our products.
Social Responsibility through stable, safe and rewarding employment for employees, and sharing of best
practices globally.
Professional Outreach through active involvement in professional societies and to affiliate companies around the
globe.
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our
commitment
to EcoMission
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Sustainability  Performance  Value

EcoMission Products
Minimizing our impact on the environment is part of HAI's
EcoMission. Our goal is to minimize foundry
environmental impact throughout our product's life
cycles, with an ongoing commitment to continuous
improvement. Product performance is paramount to our
EcoMission. These products are part of HAI's
Environmental Solution.
To be recognized as an EcoMission classification, each
of our products must meet at least three out of five
environmental criteria. These criteria are:






Utilizes water or renewable components
Utilizes recycled components
Low Volatile Organic Compound (VOC)
Low Hazardous Air Pollutant (HAP)
Low Odor

Cold Box
Resin
Inorganic
Resin
Binder
No Bake
Resin
No Bake
Resin
Refractory
Coating
Refractory
Coating
Refractory
Coating
Resin
Coated
Sand
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new products and
development
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New Products and Developments
2011 was a year of many new and
improved products and developments
introduced by HAI.




HAI introduced a new product line, BioSet T, designed to
dramatically reduce nuisance smoke and odors associated
with foundry operations. BioSet T employs a novel solvent
that replaces the aromatic petroleum distillate in competitive
resin products. BioSet T is an example of how HA
International leverages our global connections to bring
exciting new technologies to the North American
marketplace.

The introduction of Spherichrome, a round grain chromite,
provides foundries with a new, domestic supply alternative
to an imported mineral product that is being rapidly
depleted. We expect Spherichrome to create additional
availability of mineral products in a constrained supply
environment.



HAI introduced a proprietary new resin additive derived
from a waste stream as a partial extender for our resin
feedstock, displacing nearly 250,000 pounds of virgin
material consumption. Use of this new feedstock
improves product performance and lowers product costs,
helping maintain foundry competitiveness while benefiting
the environment by diverting a waste to appropriate
beneficial reuse.



HAI developed a new high-performance shell flake resin,
PlastiFlake 1180T that raises the bar for this product
category. 1180T allows us to
reduce the resin content in
our products to very low
levels, resulting in lower
emissions during use.



2011 was the first full year of
production using the
reformulated shell sand
product line. We reviewed our
entire line of resin-coated sand products, substituting low
phenol alternatives wherever possible. These changes
reduced phenol consumption and resulted in
commensurate emissions reductions at our customer’s
facilities. Reduced phenol emissions translate directly to
lower odors, and indirectly to fewer complaints and calls
for end-of-pipe emissions controls.
9
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recycling,
conservation and
waste reduction
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Recycling, Conservation and Waste Reduction
In 2011, HAI took great strides in recycling,
conservation, and waste reduction.
HAI launched the HAI Amine Recycling Program
(HARP), offering our customers an environmentally
conscientious alternative to scrubber solution waste
disposal created during Phenolic Urethane Cold Box
processing. The program has been very well
received and customers are excited to promote the
recycling process.
HAI continued recycling initiatives in each of our
operating facilities . Wherever possible we recycle
used batteries, lighting fixtures, used oil, and waste
paper.
New projects were undertaken in our Oregon and
Toledo production facilities to control fugitive dust
emissions. As part of our Six Sigma program, these
projects seek to improve the work environment,
reduce employee exposure to dust, and control
emissions. These projects are ongoing, and the
largest improvements are planned for 2012.
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Refractory Coatings Plant
HAI doesn’t stop with the big picture.
We know every little bit helps. Check out
some of Toledo’s day to day
improvements.
Improved Worker Environment


New lighting reduces energy costs and improves
productivity throughout the plant.

Improved Air Quality


New bags for dust collectors.



New sweeper, reduces airborne dust emissions.

Toledo, OH
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Resin Coated Sand Plant
Running at peak capacity means
optimizing all areas of production. We
know every little bit helps. Take a look at
Oregon’s latest improvements.
Optimization


Higher efficiency filter media incorporated to improve
dust collection.



Containment improvements for combustible powders
delivery.

Safety

Oregon, IL



New pumps for wet scrubbers to improve reliability &
performance



Explosion relief panels installed on large dust
collectors.
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risk
management
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Risk Management

HAI has studied and quantified the risks
associated with its operations as part of its overall
risk management strategy, and continually develops
improvement projects on the basis of their risk
reduction potential. In 2011 we focused on managing
the risks associated with the handling of combustible
dusts for powdered waxes. We upgraded electrical
service in our powdered wax handling area, improved
our equipment to prevent accumulation of nuisance
dust and installed isolation devices on a dust
collector.
More complex combustible dust handling
improvement projects are currently in the
implementation stage, including installation of
explosion relief panels in our Oregon facility’s large
dust collectors, and through isolation of our
powdered wax receiver vessels.
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Social Responsibility
It is important for HAI to be welcomed in
the communities in which we operate.
HAI employees are committed to going above and
beyond to consistently provide value to our
customers. HAI seeks to create a workplace where
employees are treated fairly with comprehensive
health benefits and developmental opportunities
appropriate to our communities. In 2011 HAI was
able to improve employee benefit programs in
important ways, without shifting any additional costs
for these programs to employees. New program
improvements include new management
development programs, improved access to a wider
network of high-quality health care service providers
through partnership with Blue Cross/Blue Shield,
and increased employee allowances for personal-fit
safety gear.

Through the launch of a new EH&S steering team, a
monthly meeting to review challenges and share
ideas to improve safety in all areas of our operations
was instated. HAI created an innovative safety
HABITS and Safe Activities programs, both of which
involve every employee improving safety both at
work and at home. Raising employee awareness
helped lead to a 50% reduction in employee injuries
company-wide, our best single-year performance.
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Network Outreach

HAI reaches out to its customer
community and affiliate peers to help
leverage its sustainability platform. Involvement in the
American Foundry Society is critical with membership
on Division Council, the executive technical
committee for the industry. In addition, HAI chairs the
AFS Pollution Prevention committee, and actively
participates in the Emissions Committee. Both
organizations helped to fund and provide technical
support to the California Metals Coalition as they
worked to shape new air pollution control rules
affecting the Bay Area.
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www.ha-international.com

For more information regarding this report
please contact:
Jeff Krause
Director, Environmental Safety & Health
jeff.krause@ha-international.com
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